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Abstract—Brazilian Consumers’ Sentiments are analyzes in
a specific domain using a system, SentiMeter-Br. A Portuguese
dictionary focused on a specific field of study was built, in which
tenses and negative words are treated in a different way to
measure the polarity, the strength of positive or negative sen-
timent, in short texts extracted from Twitter. For the Portuguese
dictionary performance validation, the results are compared with
the SentiStrength tool and are evaluated by three Specialists in
the field of study; each one analyzed 2000 texts captured from
Twitter. Comparing the efficiency of the SentiMeter-Br and the
SentiStrength against the Specialists’ opinion, a Pearson correla-
tion factor of 0.89 and 0.75 was reached, respectively. The polarity
of the short texts were also tested through machine learning, with
correctly classified instances of 71.79% by Sequential Minimal
Optimization algorithm and F-Measure of 0.87 for positive and
0.91 for negative phrases. Another contribution is a Twitter
and Facebook search framework that extracts online tweets and
Facebook posts, the latter with geographic location, gender and
birthdate of the user who posted the comments, and can be
accessed by mobile phones.

Keywords—consumer sentiment; Twitter; Facebook; machine
learning; social web analysis tool; support vector machines;

I. I NTRODUCTION

Nowadays, people express their sentiments and opinions
through social networks and micro-blogs very commonly.
There are many sentiment analysis tools for texts posted at
micro-blogs, but most of these tools dictionaries are only
in English and it is important to consider different people’s
consumerism vision according to each country and each city.

Analysis tools of emotional texts based on word lists,
are best known as ANEW [1], OpinionFinder [2], Senti-
WordNet, WordNet and SentiStrength [3], of which only the
latter analysis tool has support for the Portuguese language
and it considers only the unigrams. Sentimeter-Br dictionary
covers unigrams (single element/word), bigrams (two adjacent
elements) and stopwords (words in a search can be considered
irrelevant).

Each field of study requires a specific dictionary, as well
as lists of stopwords (e.g., the, of) [4], which need not be
analyzed because they do not add value to the performance
analysis. Slang and expressions according to each country also
need to be considered. It is also important to define the field to
be studied,to build a correct dictionary because an only single
word may expresses a positive or a negative value or even no
kind of emotion.

In [5], an architecture for analyzing in the smartphones
field is assembled, analyzing consumers’ vision in Twitter,

but the study analyzes only one specific micro-blog. Using
social networks to analyze sales and features of smartphones or
other objects is justifiable because the amount of information
is faster to collect, and more data can be gathered.

In [7], a tool captures Twitter data and the polarity of the
reviews is analyzed, including slangs that, albeit widely used
in social networks, are excluded by different word analyses
that have been already mentioned above. A generic dictionary
is used in this study. In [8], semantic analysis tools are studied,
showing the difficulty to analyze texts from Twitter because
there are many slang words and expressions of emotion in the
form of symbols. It also shows that some words are not useful
to analyze feelings, the so-called stopwords.

The contribution of this work is building a dictionary
with the use of regional slangs, emotions, negative words and
different verb tenses that have not been considered in other
works. A different metric was used, depending on the tense
and negative words in the text. The most frequently words
were extracted from Google Trends [6] in the last four months
to be used in the dictionary.

This work is compared with the SentiStrength tool that has
several limitations. The SentiStrength estimates the strength of
negative and positive sentiment in short texts. In this work, we
joined these two values and turned into a single one.

The polarity of the dictionary was validated by the ma-
chine learning technique. The Weka (Waikato Environment for
Knowledge Analysis) [9] software was used as a tool for the
data analysis.

The algorithms used in Weka were Bayesian networks
(Naive Bayes and Bayes Multinomial), Decision trees (C4.5)
and Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO). These algo-
rithms were used to train the data and to decide if a sentence
has a positive, negative, neutral or spam value [10].

We built a Twitter and Facebook search frameworks that
can be accessed by mobile phones. Thus, these mobile users
have access to promotions spread over social networks. The
Facebook search framework is complete because it considers
the user’ s geographical location and their birth dates, if they
have configured this information in their Facebook’ s user
accounts.

Section II provides a theoretical revision of sentiment
analysis. Section III deals with the SentiMeter-Br architecture.
Section IV presents the machine learning algorithms used in
this work. Section V presents the Twitter and Facebook search
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framework. Section VI presents the results and discussionsand
finally, Section VII presents conclusions and the future works.

II. SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

Sentiment analysis, also known as opinion mining, has
been studied by researchers, mainly in social webs, such
as Twitter. It is a type of computational study of text in
natural language, which aims to identify sentiment polarity
and intensity of sentiments [11]. The sentiment analysis goal
is to classify the polarity of a given text, helping to define
if a sentence is positive, negative, or neutral. It is associated
to a number in a -5 to +5 scale (most negative to most
positive). Each word uses natural language processing or a
word dictionary. Another research direction is the subjectivity
or objectivity identification [12], but it will not be covered
here.

Opinion mining can be used in different topics. A topic
in which opinion mining can help is marketing intelligence to
know more about people’s consuming habits.

Opinion mining in textual data for marketing intelligence
can be categorized into three types [13]:

• Early alerting: informs subscribers when a rare, but
critical or even fatal condition occurs.

• Buzz tracking: follows trends in topics of discussion
and understand what new topics arise.

• Sentiment mining: extracts aggregate measures of pos-
itive versus negative sentiment opinion.

This paper analyzes the sentiment mining type and allows
learning about buzz tracking, by capturing the words used in
tweets.

Sentiment analysis is not a simple task in social networks
because the texts can be ambiguous. The use of slangs and
ironies is difficult to decipher and to put on a scale as a positive
or negative sentiment. So, it is important to have a specific
dictionary according to the context because a word can have
a negative or a positive value, as in the following texts:

• “Dry hair results from a number of reasons: negative
value”.

• “The carpet was cleaned and dried: positive value”.

A. AFINN word list

There are several word lists to be used in sentiment
analysis, with different scales for each word. One of them
is the AFINN [14]. Each word in this list has a score from
-5 (very negative) to +5 (very positive). Most of the negative
words have a minus 2 score, and most of the positive ones
have a +2 score. Only the strong obscene words have a -4 or
a -5 score, and the entire word list has a bias towards negative
words (1598 words corresponding to 65%) [15].

In this paper, a sentiment scale similar to AFINN was used,
but with new words in the context to be analyzed, listed by
Specialists and captured from Twitter.

Fig. 1. Sentiment strength value of tweets using the search word hair loss
= queda de cabeloin portuguese.

III. SENTIMETER-BR ARCHITECTURE

Before collecting texts from Twitter, we do a preliminary
screening for the most commonly used words in the Internet
searches regarding the study area (hair cosmetics) through
Google Trends in a four-month period. The dictionary, which
is specialized in hair care (shampoos, hair loss, products for
greasy hair), began to be formed by AFINN with words of
common usage as good, confident, accident. Two specialists
were sought to cite most commonly used words concerning
about hair cosmetics with a suggestion of values from -5 to
+5. These words were added to the dictionary. Their final
values were chosen according to an average of the Specialists’
suggestion and similar existing words in AFINN list. The most
mentioned words by Specialists were adjectives, verbs and
some negative words.

Five-hundred texts extracted from Twitter were studied.
Some words were also added to the dictionary. The most
mentioned by tweets were slangs and some negative words.
For other contexts, it will be studied if only five-hundred texts
extracted from social networks are necessary or if more texts
have to be extracted to make a good classification of polarity.

The Sentimeter-Br dictionary contains 2596 words among
which 700 words are tenses, 1600 are adjectives (positive and
negative adjectives), 130 are slangs, 116 are emotions and 50
are negatives words (e.g., not, never).

The texts from Twitter that helped to build the dictionary
were not used as a test. Three other Specialists validated the
dictionary in order not to influence the results. Two thousand
more tweets were captured to be classified by the Sentimeter-
Br and to have their polarity represented in a numeric value.

The SentiMeter-Br architecture is formed by a script
(tweet-polarity.py) in python language to calculate the sen-
timent strength. The script runs and presents the sentiment
strength value as shown in Fig. 1. The texts are extracted
from Twitter, by the script, using the Twitter Search API
(Application Programming Interface). Data is extracted in
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) [16] format.

It is possible to see the tweets collected by means of a
friendly framework through a browser, as is seen in Fig. 2.
The results of sentiment strength can be seen in Fig. 1.

The messages crossed the Portuguese dictionary (PT-Br),
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Fig. 2. Friendly framework of collected tweets.

in which each word has a scale from−1 to −5 for negative
sentiments and from+1 to +5 for positive sentiments. It
includes emotions with value−1 or +1, slang and strong
obscene words with values+5 or −5. There are separate
files for slangs, negative words, negative adjectives, positive
adjectives, emotions and tenses (past tense is in a separate
file from present tense) in order to facilitate the application of
some exceptions, such as the negative rule and the tense rule.

The general sentiment is calculated,sentimentstrenght,
which is the sum of the words divided by the square of the total
number of words that are in the PT-Br dictionary, as shown in
line 14, in the pseudocode in Table I. The words that are not
in the dictionary are considered stopwords, such as words: de
(from), para (to), ela (she), among others.

A test was performed with use of unigrams (one word),
bigrams (two words) and some trigrams in the dictionary.

The negative words in the tweets were analyzed. If a
negative word (contained in NEG-FILE) is followed by a
negative adjective word (contained in NEG-ADJ-FILE), as in
the example:not bad, the wordnot has value= −1, the word
bad has value−3, the result could be−4/ 2

√
2 = −2, 83, as

shown in line 14 of Table I.

However, the wordsnot bad should not be so negative
because is similar to the wordadequadethat has value = +1.
An exception rule ofsentimentstrenght is implemented, if
there are two negative words together and the final value is
less than -1 (line 18 of Table I), the lowest value of negative
words (bad = -3) is thus added to the final value, multiplied
by -1, line 20 of Table I:−2.83 + 3 = −0.17.

When it comes to tenses, there is another exception. If a
verb is in the past tense (seen in TENSE-FILE, line 10 of Table
I), a value of+1 is added to the division part (DIV) because
verbs in the past tense are less significant in one sentence than
a verb in the present tense, as can be seen below:

• my hair looked(0) good (+3) with the shampoo =
3/
√
3 = +1.73

• my hair looks (0) good (+3) with the shampoo =
3/
√
2 = +2.12

• I loved (+3) my hair = 3/
√
2 = +2.12

TABLE I. SENTIMENT STRENGTH PSEUDOCODE

1: DIV = 0
2: NEG = 0
3: for i = 1 to N do
4: readsentiment(word) in ALL-FILES
5: if (SEARCH word in NEG-FILE) and (SEARCHnextword in NEG-ADJ-

FILE) then
6: LOWER(sentiment(word), sentiment(nextword))

NEG = NEG + 1
7: # NEG-FILE = file with words such as NOT, NEVER
8: # NEG-ADJ-FILE = file with words such as BAD, UGLY
9: end if
10: if SEARCHword in TENSE-FILE then
11: DIV = DIV + 1
12: # TENSE-FILE = file with LIKED, WAS, WERE
13: end if
14: sentimentstrenght =

∑

sentiment/
√

len(sentiment + DIV )
15: # sentimentstrenght: the total of text sentiment value
16: # sentiment: value of words in the PT-Br dictionary
17: # len(sentiment): the number of words in the text that are in the PT-Br

dictionary
18: if sentimentstrenght < −1 andNEG > 0 then
19: for N = 1 to NEG do
20: sentimentstrenght = sentimentstrenght +

(LOWER(sentiment(word), sentiment(nextword))) ∗ −1
21: end for
22: end if
23: end for

• I love (+3) my hair = 3/
√
1 = +3

• it was (0) not (−1) good (+3) = +2/
√
3 = +1.15

• it is (0) not (−1) good (+3) = +2/
√
2 = +1.41

The sentiment strength was measured throughout the dic-
tionary. In the next section, the classification of positive,
negative, neutral or spam was performed by the Weka software
to assist in results and Specialists’ validation.

IV. M ACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

Machine Learning is useful to learn patterns through mod-
els and templates already scored. This can be used in sentiment
analysis, to discover polarity, for example.

In the Weka software, several machine learning algorithms
are already integrated and easy to evaluate.

We used Bayesian networks (Naive Bayes and Bayes
Multinomial), Decision trees (C4.5) and the Sequential Min-
imal Optimization (SMO) algorithm to discover if the texts
have a positive value, negative, neutral or spam.

Machine learning was used to evaluate the results already
obtained from the PT-Br dictionary.

A. Decision Tree

Decision tree is an algorithm that can be used to give the
agent the ability to learn and to make decisions.

A decision tree is a model of knowledge in which each
branch linking a child node to a parent node is labeled with
an attribute value contained in the parent node.

Learning decision trees are examples of inductive learning;
they create a hypothesis based on particular instances that
generate general conclusions.

The decision trees take as input a situation described by a
set of attributes and return a decision that is the value found
for the input value.
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B. Bayesian Networks

The Bayesian algorithm rating [17] is based on Bayes’
theorem of probability. It is also known as Naive Bayes
classifier or only as Bayes algorithm.

The algorithm aims to compute the probability of an
unknown sample belonging to each of the possible classes.

This kind of prediction is referred to as statistical classifi-
cation since it is fully based on probabilities.

Multinomial Naive Bayes is a specialized version of Naive
Bayes that is designed more for text documents. Whereas
simple Naive Bayes would model a document as the presence
and absence of particular words, Multinomial Naive Bayes
explicitly models the word counts and adjusts the underlying
calculations to deal with them.

The distribution is parameterized by vectorsθy =
(θy1, . . . , θyn) for each classy, where n is the number of
features (in text classification, the size of the vocabulary)
and θyi is the probability of featurei appearing in a sample
belonging to classy.

Parameterθy is estimated by a smoothed version of
maximum likelihood, i.e. relative frequency counting, as in
Equation 1.

θ̂yi =
Nyi + α

Ny + αn
. (1)

where:

• Nyi =
∑

x∈T

• Ny =
∑|T |

i=1 Nyi is the total count of all features for
classy.

The smoothing priorα ≥ 0 accounts for features not
present in the learning samples and prevents zero probabilities
in further computations.

Settingα = 1 is called Laplace smoothing, whileα < 1 is
called Lidstone smoothing.

C. Sequential Minimal Optimization

Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) is an algorithm
described by Platt [18] as using an analytic quadratic pro-
gramming.

It is an algorithm that solves the Support Vector Machine
(SVM) Quadratic Programming (QP) problem without any ex-
tra matrix storage and without invoking an iterative numerical
routine for each sub-problem.

In [18], the SMO decomposes the overall QP problem into
QP sub-problems.

The SMO implements John C. Platt’s sequential minimal
optimization algorithm for training a support vector classifier
using polynomial or RBF kernels.

Multi-class problems are solved using pairwise classifica-
tion.

Fig. 3. Twitter framework.

Fig. 4. Facebook framework.

V. M ESSAGESEARCH FRAMEWORK ON SOCIAL WEB

A friendly message search framework was used to see the
texts extracted from Twitter an Facebook. The users can have
access to similar preferences and characteristics by usingthis
framework in order to find promotion products in social web.

An interactive iPhone tool [19] was used to emulate an
iPhone to test the frameworks. Fig. 3 shows the Twitter
framework and Fig. 4 shows the Facebook framework.

The initial configuration in Facebook framework is neces-
sary because it extracts some data that can only be captured
by registered users; these data include geographic location
and birthdate. The user needs to enter the Facebook search
framework and to inform his/her username and password.

In the case of the Twitter framework, no configuration
is required. The Twitter framework was built with the PHP
programming language version 5.3 and JSON. It is a simple
script and does not use an auto login script as Facebook
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Fig. 5. Word cloud of spam words collected in tweets.

because it captures only tweets and Twitter users’ id and name.

The Facebook framework was also built with PHP with an
auto login script via a client URL Library (cURL) from PHP.

The script uses the FQL (Facebook SQL query) to capture
public posts and data user (name, user-id, genre) by Graph
API inside the PHP code.

An auto login script was used with cURL, which is a
library that lets one make HTTP requests in PHP. It serves
to capture Facebook data, such as geographic location and
birthdate, which is not public with the use of FQL.

Users can use these frameworks to access promotions
posted on Facebook and Twitter and search others members’
opinions about a product or a feeling.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

To validate the work, the results were compared with
the SentiStrength tool. The data were evaluated by three
Specialists. Each one analyzed two thousand texts captured
from Twitter. One hundred tweets were extracted for each word
taken from Google Trends.

Comparing the efficiency of the SentiMeter-Br and the
SentiStrength against the Specialists’ opinion, a Pearsoncor-
relation factor of 0.89 and 0.75 was reached, respectively.

Fig. 5 shows the comparison between the SentiStrength
tool, SentiMeter-Br and the Specialists (mean) of the 2000
tweets analyzed. Among the texts collected from Twitter, 67%
are negative, 21% are positive, 5% neutral and 7% are spam.
The spam texts can be useful for companies to analyze their
competitors according to the most often cited keywords in
tweets, as can be seen in the word cloud of Fig. 6.

Regarding the tweets extracted, 2000 tweets were ana-
lyzed by Specialists, 500 tweets were used to help build
the Sentimeter-Br dictionary and another 500 were used for
training in Weka to help discover the polarity of the 2000
tweets. The Weka classified the sentences as positive, negative,
neutral and spam.

The texts (tweets) analyzed underwent string to vector
transformation (filter) in Weka software to be able to analyze
the words contained in the texts.

The StringToWordVector takes a string and converts it
into a vector consisting of the individual words from that
string. This is necessary because the Multinomial Naive Bayes

classifier, Decision Tree and SMO do not work directly on text,
only with separate words.

In Weka results, as seen in Table II, the use of bigrams and
trigrams does not much improve the classification as compared
with the use of only unigrams in Table III, but the use of
stopwords or non-stopwords improved the correct classification
in 18.30% with the SMO algorithm as can be seen in Table
II. In all the experiments, 10-fold cross-validation was used
to evaluate the classification accuracy, and the results of the
F-Measure are shown in Table IV.

Spam and neutral texts have a lower F-Measure because on
average (of the searched words in Twitter), only 5% are neutral
and 7% are spam. The negative texts had a higher F-measure
because most of them were negative words.

F-Measure is used to measure the overall performance,
combining precision values and the scope of a model in a
single formula. The ideal value for average F is 1.

The results with the SMO algorithm presented the best
results. Sentimeter-Br can be associated to the classification
by the Weka software with SMO as a way of proving the
results.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

Three Specialists conducted the validation, and the results
showed the importance of having a specific dictionary accord-
ing to a context.

The Pearson correlation factor of 0.89 showed the ef-
ficiency of the SentiMeter-Br as compared with the Sen-
tiStrength. SentiStrength has limitations for the Portuguese
language because it does not use a differential calculationfor
negative phrases, tenses, and specific idioms.

The best results were obtained with the SMO algorithm
with higher F-Measure and Correctly Classified Instances. The
results from this algorithm proved the polarity of the tweets
analyzed.

As future work, we intend to evaluate the SentiMeter-Br
in other contexts (business, education, technology, fashion,
health).

TABLE II. PERCENTS OFCORRECTLY CLASSIFIED INSTANCES(CC)/
PERCENTS OFINCORRECTLYCLASSIFIED INSTANCES(CI) OF THE

ALGORITHMS WITH THE USE OF BIGRAMS AND TRIGRAMS

Decision Tree Naive Bayes Bayes Multinomial SMO
stopwords 66.66/33.33 64.95/35.04 65.81/34.18 71.79/28.20

no stopwords 63.24/36.75 66.66/33.33 64.10/35.89 60.68/39.31

TABLE III. P ERCENTS OFCORRECTLY CLASSIFIED INSTANCES(CC)/
PERCENTS OFINCORRECTLYCLASSIFIED INSTANCES(CI) OF THE

ALGORITHMS WITH THE USE OF UNIGRAMS

Decision Tree Naive Bayes Bayes Multinomial SMO
stopwords 66.66/33.33 65.81/34.18 60.68/39.31 70.94/29.05

no stopwords 63.24/36.75 66.66/33.33 64.95/35.04 61.53/38.46

TABLE IV. F-M EASURE OFRATING METHODS WITH

BIGRAMS/TRIGRAMS AND STOPWORDS

Algorithm Positive Negative Neutral SPAM
Decision Tree 0.74 0.88 0.55 0.65
Naive Bayes 0.75 0.85 0.63 0.65

Naive Bayes Multinomial 0.77 0.85 0.69 0.72
SMO 0.87 0.91 0.75 0.79
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A way to capture the geographic location in Twitter frame-
work as in the Facebook framework, will be implemented
because the public geocode parameter of Twitter, for security
reasons, is not shown, unless the user is logged.

In Brazil, Twitter is mostly used by young people. There
is difficulty with slangs, repetition of words and, mainly,
grammar mistakes. Hence, the studies with Facebook messages
will be repeated both in Sentimeter-Br and in Weka.

More texts with spam and neutral classification have to be
collected to improve their F-measure.
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